Lesson 1: Gliders in Nature

**Chosen Book:** *The Dandelion Seed* by Joseph Anthony

**Related Storytime Titles:**

*Flip, Float, Fly: Seeds on the Move* by Joann Early Mackin
*The Dandelion Seed’s Big Dream* by Joseph Anthony
*Miss Maple’s Seeds* by Eliza Wheeler
*Blown Away* by Rob Biddulph

**Other Related Titles:**

*The Flying Machine Book* by Bobby Mercer

Lesson 2: Balloons

**Chosen Book:** *Hot Air: The (Mostly) True Story of the First Hot Air Balloon Ride* by Marjorie Priceman

**Related Storytime Titles:**

*Sally’s Great Balloon Adventure* by Stephen Huneck
*And Away We Go!* by Miggy
*Come Down Now, Flying Cow* by Timothy Roland

**Other Related Titles:**

*Up* by Disney/Pixar (DVD)
*The Amazing Air Balloon* by Jean Van Leeuwen
*Sky Sailors: True Stories of the Balloon Era* by David Bristow
Lesson 3: Parachutes

Chosen Title: *Egg Drop* by Mini Grey

Related Storytime Titles:

*Toot and Puddle Take a Leap* by Laura Marsh

*Parachute* by Danny Parker

Other Related Titles:

*Mercedes and the Chocolate Pilot* by Margot Raven

*The Candy Bomber: The Story of the Berlin Airlift’s “Chocolate Pilot”* by Michael Tunnell

*Smokejumpers* by Mish Goldfish